
BEFORE THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF KANSAS

In the Matter of the Complaint of Atmos Energy
Against Endeavor Energy Resources, L.P.
Relating to the Stigmeir #23-1 Well Located in
the SW/4 SW/4 SW4 of Section 23, Township 33
South, Range 17 East, Labette County, Kansas.

) Docket No. 17-CONS-3509-CMSC
)
) CONSERVATION DIVISION
) Atmos Energy Corporation License No. 31769
) Endeavor Resources, L.P. License No. 32887

ATMOS ENERGY'S RESPONSE TO ENDEAVOR'S MOTION TO DISMISS

COMES NOW Atmos Energy Corporation ("Atmos Energy") and for its response to Endeavor

Energy Resources, L.P.'s ("Endeavor") Motion to Dismiss, states as follows:

1. Endeavor raises two grounds to dismiss Atmos Energy's complaint: (1) that the

complaint is based on factual misstatements, and (2) that the Kansas Corporation Commission

("Commission") lacks jurisdiction over the relief sought. 

2. Endeavor is mistaken as to both grounds. 

FACTUAL STATEMENTS IN ATMOS ENERGY'S COMPLAINT AND ENDEAVOR'S MOTION

3. Endeavor bases much of its factual argument on the boundaries of the Liberty North

Underground Gas Storage Facility ("Liberty Facility"). 

4. The Stegmeir 23-1 well is drilled in the SW/4 SW/4 SW/4 of Section 23, Township

33 South, Range 17 East. 

5. Endeavor claims this land is not located within the boundaries of the Liberty Facility.

Endeavor is clearly mistaken. 

6. In Appendix B to the permit granted to Atmos Energy on July 21, 2011, it clearly

shows that the SW/4 of Section 23, Township 33 South, Range 17 East is included in the Liberty

Facility as acreage on which leases must be obtained. 

7. Moreover, page two and three of the permit provides: 
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Atmos will continue to pursue lease acquisition for acreage outside the currently
permitted storage field boundary and as identified in the Fully Authorized Operating
Permit application. The additional acreage to be obtained is listed in Appendix B,
which is attached and made a part of this permit. Atmos will provide quarterly updates
to the Conservation Division on the progress of the lease acquisition until all required
leases are obtained. These updates may be transmitted via email and consist of a
summary spreadsheet that identifies the progress made. (Emphasis added). 

8. This paragraph is notable as it defeats Endeavor's arguments on multiple levels: (1) the

quarter section in which the Stegmeir 23-1 well is drilled is clearly within the boundaries identified

by the permit; (2) the leases Atmos Energy was to obtain for that quarter section were not optional but

mandatory as part of Atmos Energy's permit; and (3) no permit amendment was needed to include that

quarter section in the boundaries of the storage field.

9. Atmos Energy updated the Commission on the acquisition of a lease covering the

subject property on February 15, 2013, which complied with its permit. See Exhibit A, attached

hereto. 

10. In fact, the actual map has been updated since the initial permit was granted and shows

that the Stegmeir 23-1 well is within the Liberty Facility boundaries. See Exhibit B, attached hereto.

11. Endeavor claims it was denied some type of notice or due process in including this land

in the storage field when nothing could be further from the truth - the land was always included in the

permit and even a cursory glance at the permit would have revealed this.  Endeavor's arguments on

that front are entirely without merit. 

12. In its mistaken assertion that Atmos Energy's complaint is based on a misstatement of

the facts, Endeavor also claims that the Stegmeir well has "never" been completed in the subject gas

storage formation since the issuance of Atmos Energy's permit. 

13. In reviewing the Well Completion Report for the subject well, Exhibit C to Endeavor's

motion to dismiss, it does seem to show that the well was recompleted and plugged back to the
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Summit-Mulky formation before the date Atmos Energy's permit was issued. 

14. However, there are several reasons to doubt the validity or truthfulness of Endeavor's

assertion that the Stegmeir 23-1 well has never been completed in the Squirrel formation since Atmos

Energy was granted a permit. 

15. First, the well completion report relied upon by Endeavor was not filed with the

Commission until July 22, 2016, more than five years after the supposed recompletion was finished.1 

In fact, it was this delay that first led to Atmos Energy's scrutiny of the Stegmeir 23-1 well as public

record showed it was completed in the gas storage formation until this well completion report was

filed. See the attached Exhibit C for the original well completion report. 

16. Second, the Squirrel formation was allegedly plugged back using a cast iron plug. Cast

iron plugs, rather than cement plugs, are movable and do not prevent Endeavor from producing from

the Squirrel formation. 

17. Third, Atmos Energy was able to take a gas sample in early 2016 produced from

Stegmeir 23-1 well and the test results indicated that pipeline quality gas was being produced in 2016,

not gas from the Summit-Mulky coal seam gas formation.

18. Fourth, the production records for the Stegmeir well show that increases and decreases

in production coincide with pressure increases and decreases in the gas storage field. Fifth, Endeavor

uses this report in conjunction with outright falsehoods to bolster its case, casting doubt on every

factual assertion made. Endeavor claims that an Atmos Energy employee witnessed the plug back

operations in 2011. This is false. Atmos Energy was not aware of such operations, none of its

employees were advised of or witnessed said operation, and if it had been advised that the Stegmeir

1Atmos Energy does not herein address whether this lengthy delay constitutes a violation of Commission
regulations concerning the timing for the filing of completion reports.
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well was producing from the Squirrel formation and that said formation was being plugged back, it

would have required a cement plug that cannot be moved. 

19. Endeavor complains of a lack of due process and claims that Atmos Energy was

required to amend its permit before the land underlying the Stegmeir 23-1 well would be considered

part of the Liberty Facility. As shown above, this is clearly not the case as said land was already

included in the permit as acreage on which leases must be obtained. No permit amendment was

necessary at all. 

20. Moreover, K.A.R. 82-3-1003(k)(1)(A)-(E) lays out the circumstances when a gas

storage operator must amend its permit. 

21. None of the listed circumstances are met and, therefore, no formal amendment was

necessary. 

22. For all of the foregoing reasons, Endeavor's contentions of factual misstatements do

not hold up under scrutiny. 

THE COMMISSION HAS JURISDICTION

23. Endeavor makes the claim that the Commission has no jurisdiction over the

determination of property rights. 

24. This is a red herring - Atmos Energy is not requesting the determination of property

rights. 

25. Perhaps Atmos Energy's initial complaint was worded awkwardly in that it could be

read to be asking the Commission for a determination of property rights. However, all Atmos Energy

desires is for the Commission to (1) make a determination that the Squirrel sand formation underlying

the subject property is part of the Liberty Facility, (2) order that Endeavor plug back the Squirrel

formation using a permanent cement plug, (3) order that the Stegmeir 23-1 well be tested to determine
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if it is or has been producing gas from the Liberty Facility, and (4) enjoin Endeavor from further

production until the risk of pollution and/or dangerous gas leaks can be ascertained and dealt with. 

26. The Commission has jurisdiction to determine the boundaries and included formations

of the Liberty Facility and to order the plug back methods and materials for any well drilled through

said formations. K.A.R. 82-3-311; K.S.A. 55-1,115; K.S.A. 74-623(a)(2). 

27. Moreover, the Commission also has the authority and jurisdiction to test the Stegmeir

23-1 well and enjoin further production pending an analysis of the threat of pollution. 

28. While Endeavor is correct that K.S.A. 55-1210 does not give the authority to the

Commission to enjoin production or test the wells to determine or establish property rights to the gas

therein, it is incorrect when it assumes that this is the only reason to enjoin production or test the

wells. 

29. Atmos Energy is not requesting that the Commission determine who owns the gas

being produced from the Stegmeir well, but only that the Commission determine whether gas from

the Squirrel formation is leaking at the Stegmeir 23-1 well. 

30. This is important to public health and safety purposes and clearly fits within the

jurisdiction granted to the Commission by way of K.S.A. 74-623(a)(2)-(3) ("The state corporation

commission's jurisdiction shall include: … (2) underground porosity storage of natural gas, as defined

in K.S.A. 55-1,115, and amendments thereto; and (3) prevention and cleanup of pollution of the soils

and waters of the state from oil and gas activities described in (1) or (2)"). 

31. If Endeavor claims the Stegmeir 23-1 well has not produced from the Squirrel

formation since 2011, and yet gas testing shows it is producing pipeline quality gas despite this effort

and that production from the well coincides with increases and decreases in the pressure of the Liberty

Facility, it is probable there is some leak or other failure of the equipment on said well. 
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32. Without knowing the integrity of the plug or the effectiveness of the plug, the

Commission has an obligation to take steps to "prevent and cleanup" pollution of the soil and water

of the state. K.S.A. 74-623(a)(3). This obligation includes the prevention of production, if found

necessary. This obligation does not just allow the Commission to take such steps but in fact

affirmatively requires it to do so. 

33. Therefore, the remedy sought by Atmos Energy is clearly within the Commission's

power to grant. 

ENDEAVOR IS NOT ENTITLED TO ATTORNEY FEES

REGARDLESS OF THE MERITS OF THIS COMPLAINT

34. Endeavor makes a small attempt at arguing it is entitled to attorney fees under K.S.A.

55-1210(c)(3) as the owner of a stratum at issue here.2  

35. Endeavor conveniently fails to mention the remainder of K.S.A. 55-1210. 

36. The provision at issue states that the owner of a stratum would be able to recover

attorney fees if two conditions are met: (1) litigation is necessary to enforce any rights under "this

subsection (c)" and (2) the injector does not prevail. 

37. As for the first requirement, the beginning of subsection (c) provides "with regards to

natural gas that has migrated to adjoining property or to a stratum, or portion thereof, which has not

been condemned by law or otherwise purchased."

38. Endeavor's claim is therefore deficient for two reasons: (1) the natural gas has not

"migrated" to property (2) that has not been condemned or purchased.

39. As shown above, the subject property was clearly included in the action that first

2Note that whether Endeavor is, in fact, the "owner" of the stratum as that phrase is used in K.S.A. 55-1210 is not
being addressed herein, but Atmos Energy is not conceding that Endeavor is such an entity. 
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granted Atmos Energy storage rights to the Squirrel formation. Moreover, Atmos Energy has taken

a lease to store gas in this stratum. Therefore, the stratum or property that Endeavor claims to own has,

in fact, been condemned or purchased. 

40. Secondly, as shown herein, Atmos Energy has clear rights to the storage field

underlying the Stegmeir well and should be successful in any litigation concerning the rights thereto.

Most importantly, this administrative action is not "litigation" as that term is used in K.S.A. 55-1210.

The "litigation" contemplated would be an action commenced in the district court to determine

property rights to gas that migrates to land that has not been condemned or purchased for gas storage

purposes, not an administrative action to investigate, prevent, and remediate threats of pollution to the

waters and soils of this state and the integrity of the Stegmeir 23-1 well.

41. Third, even if Endeavor were correct that the Squirrel formation underlying the subject

property is not part of the Liberty Facility, Atmos Energy still retains rights to any gas that migrated

to the Stegmeir well pursuant to K.S.A. 55-1210(c)(2). Therefore, it seems likely that any production

of pipeline quality gas is production of stored gas, to which Atmos Energy retains ownership. In that

instance, Atmos Energy could certainly be successful in litigation on that issue.

42. Endeavor's arguments are wholly without merit.

___________________________________________
James G. Flaherty, #11177
Jeffrey A. Wilson, #26527
ANDERSON & BYRD, LLP
216 S. Hickory • P. O. Box 17
Ottawa, Kansas  66067
(785) 242-1234, telephone
(785) 242-1279, facsimile
jflaherty@andersonbyrd.com
jwilson@andersonbyrd.com
Attorneys for Atmos Energy Corporation
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF KANSAS )
)ss:

COUNTY OF FRANKLIN )

Jeffrey A. Wilson, of lawful age, being first duly sworn on oath, states:

That he is the attorney for Atmos Energy, named in the foregoing Response to Endeavor's

Motion to Dismiss, and is duly authorized to make this affidavit; that he has read the foregoing

Response, and knows the contents thereof; and that the facts set forth therein are true and correct to

the best of his information and belief.

___________________________________________
Jeffrey A. Wilson

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 24th day of March, 2017.

___________________________________________
Notary Public

Appointment/Commission Expires:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the above and foregoing was sent via U.S. Mail, postage prepaid,
hand-delivery, or electronically, this 24th day of March, 2017, addressed to:  

Jonathan B. Schlatter
Morris, Laing, Evans, Brock & Kennedy, Chartered
300 N. Mead, Suite 200
Wichita, Kansas  67202
jschlatter@morrislaing.com

Joshua D. Wright
Litigation Counsel
Kansas Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
266 N. Main Street, Suite 220
Wichita, Kansas  67202-1513
j.wright@kcc.ks.gov

___________________________________________
Jeffrey A. Wilson
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